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Introduction
Many transportation companies face the problem of deciding how to manage their vehicle fleet over time. That decision process is particularly important for companies that have full control over their vehicle movements on a real-time basis, and that are not bound by a service schedule. Truckload motor carriers, sea container companies, and rental car services all fall into this category. Each industry is characterized by a large, spatially distributed fleet of vehicles which must be moved to handle current demands or repositioned (moved empty) to handle known or anticipated demands at future points in time. Since demands vary over time as well as space, the problem is referred to as the dynamic vehicle allocation problem (DVA). In the truckload industry, for example, a carrier agrees with a customer to carry its goods from one location to another without sharing the truck with any other customer. Thus the company commits trucks to servicing a customer for a period of time. At the end of that time, the decision of what to do with the truck arises again. The decisions faced by a carrier include which loads should be accepted on a given day, which trailers should be moved empty to another region and which trailers should be held in a region until a later time.
The sea container industry faces a similar situation. Containers move according to the needs of individual customers and according to management decisions about empty container movements. Tradeoffs occur between demand for a container now that would not be very profitable and future demand for the container either in the same location or some other place that would be more profitable. The choice then is to either allocate the container to meet the present demand, keep it as inventory, or move it empty somewhere else. In the car and truck rental industries, customers often rent a vehicle at one location and "return" it to the company at a different location. Hence the same kinds of decisions must be made about what to do with the cars. Clearly the spatial structure of this industry is discrete. A car rental company has a finite number of car lots to which works. Finally, ?4 presents the results from an extensive set of numerical experiments where various rigorous as well as naive approximations are used to solve the DVA. These techniques are evaluated by comparing them to a "brute force" solution which solved a very large network problem extending well into the future.
Basic DVA Model
The DVA model assumes that both the spatial and temporal aspects of the situation can be discretized. For example, a trucking company can divide its service area into regions and make dispatch decisions at times To, TI, T2, ..., which are also called periods 0, 1, 2, .... In transportation, these time periods are often evenly spaced in time, although they need not be. In the trucking industry, for example, a typical time period would be 24 hours. Consider the decision of how to use a truck in a region in a particular time period i, which is made at time Ti. The company must choose whether to (1) assign the truck to a load (if one exists), (2) move the truck empty to another region, or (3) keep the truck in the same region to take advantage of future demand originating in that region.
In the DVA model considered here, the future demand for vehicles is assumed to be known with certainty. While not entirely accurate, the assumption is particularly useful since it yields a linear objective function for the mathematical programming problem. 
Eij,n = the flow of empties going from region i to region j, leaving on period n, Fi = the flow of full vehicles going from region i to region j, leaving on period n, tij= travel time (measured in periods) required to go from region i to region j, where tij= 1,2,..., dij = cost to send an empty vehicle from region i to region j (deadhead cost), rij = net revenue received from sending a full vehicle from region i to region j, Dii,n = demand for vehicles going from region i to region j, leaving on period n (Di,n -0, 1,2,. )
Ri,n = supply of vehicles entering the system for the first time at city i on period n (negative if vehicles leave the system), a = discount factor.
Note that each decision variable in (1) originates at a node and terminates at another. Clearly the DVA model can be formulated as a network by making each region at each time period a node. Constraint (2) represents the conservation of flow restriction at each node. An example with two regions and one-period vehicle movements is depicted in Figure 1 . Note that there are pairs of arcs between nodes: one arc is for vehicles moving full; the other, for vehicles deadheading. Equation (3) specifies the upper bounds on the full vehicle movement arcs to be the demand for vehicles going from i to j leaving in period n. Moreover, the basis of this network model is unimodular since there are no gains or losses on the arcs. It is the pure network structure which allows the use of very efficient network simplex codes to solve DVA models.
In equation (1), each successive time period is discounted again by a. Typically, however, time periods would be grouped together in stages, where all activities in a given stage are discounted equally. For example, seven one-day time periods might represent a single stage. In addition, the first few time periods are often grouped into an initial transient stage of arbitrary length while the rest of the planning horizon is made up of a single stationary stage that is repeated continuously. The transient stage might incorporate real-time information about actual and forecasted demands, while the stationary stage would consist entirely of demand forecasts based on historical data.
Obviously an important parameter in this model is the choice of the discount factor a. One option of course would be based on the time value of money, leading to a choice of a very close to unity. This option does not accurately discount future activities since in reality there is some uncertainty associated with the forecasts of demands for vehicles. An alternative, then, is to choose a considerably smaller discount factor (say 0.6 or 0.7) as a somewhat ad hoc approach for incorporating uncertainty.
Although Figure 1 indicates an infinite time dimension, in practice a finite number of time periods are considered. Therefore a supersink is added beyond the planning horizon. Uncapacitated arcs representing trucks that reach their destinations beyond the planning horizon terminate at the supersink. A cost is put on each arc terminating at the supersink which is referred to as the regional penalty of the region in which the arc originates. In the trucking example of the introduction, the arcs leaving the nodes corresponding to Alaska and terminating at the supersink would have a large positive penalty. The state of the art in solving the DVA model consists of heuristics for finding these regional penalties. These methods, however, lack theoretical support. Applying the time-staged optimization model end effects literature can provide that support.
Methods for Reducing End Effects in the DVA Model
One way of tackling the end effects problem is to find a finite sized mathematical programming problem which approximates the infinite horizon problem for a given number of periods into the future. This section presents three such problem formulations. The first, the dual equilibrium method of Grinold (1983a) , is shown to exhibit special structure when applied to the DVA model. The second method, termed here the generalized summation approach, is closely related to the dual equilibrium method but uses a slightly different method for aggregating future time periods. Finally, the results of Grinold and Hopkins (1973) are applied to the DVA model to give the Leontief approximation.
Dual Equilibrium Approximation
The mathematical programming problem considered in Grinold (1983a) 
subject to
Xo20, x(at)?2O. 
Therefore the upper bounds of the arcs in the stationary section of the dual equilibrium method are not modified. Grinold and Hopkins (1973) . It is attractive because if a specific set of assumptions is fulfilled, we can obtain the optimal solution to the decision variables in the transient period rather than just an approximation. Unfortunately, the DVA model does not fulfill those requirements, but a modified version does.
Leontief Approximation The Leontief approximation technique is a direct application of theory developed in
The problem Grinold and Hopkins (1973) 
The finite model proposed in Grinold and Hopkins (1973) is summarized in the following theorem. 
(P) min u = cx0 + ir*Hxo -r*(a) subject to
where e is a column of ones and lr* is the optimal solution to the dual of (R). If ,r* is nonpositive and A, K, and A(a) are Leontief, then P gives the optimal solution to the transient period of the infinite horizon problem, xo. If at least one element of lr* is positive, then R' and R must both have optimal solutions for xO in P to be optimal in the infinite horizon problem. Z The crucial assumption in Grinold and Hopkins (1973) variables for the first period of (R) are then used as regional penalties for the truncated DVA model. That is, the dual for region i is used as the cost for the arcs leaving region i nodes for the supersink of the finite horizon DVA model. Note that the economic interpretation of this "uncapacitated" DVA model is that there is infinite demand for vehicles between regions in the stationary period. Therefore the Leontief approach is unable to fully exploit the power of the results in Grinold and Hopkins (1973) , since the problem being solved is only an approximation to the DVA model. If the DVA model being considered has very high demands on the whole, however, the Leontief model may serve as a good approximation technique.
Numerical Experiments
Each approximation method needs to be evaluated on how close its solution is to the infinite horizon model solution, as well as its computational requirements. This should be done in the context of practical usefulness rather than theoretical elegance. The tradeoffs each method faces are between computer requirements and accuracy relative to the true solution to the infinite horizon DVA model. The tradeoff is an important one. In actual implementations, the DVA model frequently must be run in real-time, often on an already heavily congested computer, and response times must be extremely fast. This section begins by introducing three new approximation methods to be used in judging the approximation techniques of the previous section. It then describes the method of measuring how "good" an approximate solution is, and it finishes by describing the experimental design and analyzing the numerical results.
Brute Force Approximation
For the purpose of evaluating the accuracy of different approximations, each problem tested is solved using a relatively long planning horizon, depending on the value of the discount factor a. At the end of the planning horizon, all future movements are ignored. The solution of this problem is then assumed to be a reasonable approximation of the original infinite stage planning problem. Comparisons of solutions obtained by different approximations are then made using the flows during the transient stage.
The number of stages Nto be used in the brute force method is determined by finding the smallest integer N such that aN < c, where e is a suitably chosen tolerance parameter. In the experiments reported here, two values of a are used, with a different value of e for each discount factor. Runs with a = 0.3 use e = 0.05 (N = 3), and runs with a = 0.6 use e = 0.02 (N = 8). Tests with smaller values of e indicate that the first stage solution of the brute force method is not very sensitive to changes in e below these levels.
Naive Approach
At the other extreme from the brute force method is the simplistic method of truncating the DVA model at the end of the first stage. The links corresponding to the vehicle movements terminating beyond the end of the planning horizon terminate at a supersink. That method should provide a bound on how "bad" an approximation can be relative to the brute force surrogate for the infinite horizon solution. Thus, if an approximation method performs "worse" than the naive approach it should be discarded for two reasons. First, the naive method is the simplest approximation procedure. Second, it is quick to solve because efficient network simplex codes designed for networks without gains or losses can be used. 
Experimental Design
The purpose of the numerical experiments is to examine the performance of the approximation techniques of ?3 on a wide variety of test problems. The experimental design is thus based on different combinations of four parameters: the ratio of average demand per period to the number of vehicles in the system (termed here "level of demand"), the number of periods per time stage, the structure of the demands, and the weekly discount rate.
The test problems are created using a computer random number generator. The problem generator considers the regions to be points, located in a 1000 by 2000 mile rectangle. The x and y coordinates are randomly generated from uniform distributions, and the distances between points can be calculated by assuming a straight line path. To compute how many periods it requires to move between regions, the program computes the euclidean distance between the regions and uses the average speed (42 miles per hour) to find the average travel time. The deadhead and revenue figures for origin destination pairs are calculated by assuming one dollar per mile for empty deadhead costs and 35 cents per mile net revenue for loaded vehicles.
As the Alaska example of the introduction pointed out, end effects should be the most severe when there are regions with a high demand for vehicles into them but not very high demand for vehicles leaving them. The problem generator captures this by randomly generating "attraction potentials" and "generation potentials" for each region. The attraction and generation potentials are appropriately scaled numbers that are a measure of a region's ability to attract and generate flow, respectively. The product of the attraction potential of a destination of a link and the generation potential of the origin region, rounded to the nearest integer, is the expected demand, i.e. the upper bound on the link between those two regions.
Both the attraction and generation potentials are drawn from a uniform distribution on the unit interval. They are then scaled to make the average total demand per period equal to a specified fraction of the number of vehicles in the system, the "level of demand." One set of test problems draws the attraction and generation potentials independently. Hence this set is said to have "uncorrelated" demands. Another set of test problems are based on sampling the regional attraction potentials, ai, and then calculating the generation potentials, gi, by the equation gi = 1 -ai. This is the "correlated" demand set of problems. The motivation for this design is that myopic algorithms should perform relatively poorly using correlated demand and production factors, since this increases the likelihood of drawing a vehicle into a region with a high attraction potential, only to find little demand out of the region.
The test problems are designed to test a set of hypotheses about how the approximation methods perform. Of course the most important hypothesis to consider is that the dual equilibrium, generalized summation, and Leontief approximations are better than the naive and naive penalty methods. Beyond that, there is the question of how these methods compare with each other, and how the structure of the problem affects performance. Toward this goal, a series of experiments are run to test the affect of the level of demand, the discount rate, the number of time periods in each stage, the number of regions, and whether or not attraction and production potentials are correlated. The purpose of testing these variables is as follows: * Level of demand-One of the key approximations is the aggregation of upper bounds (the demands). The quality of the solutions should all improve as the demands are increased relative to the supply of vehicles. In particular, the Leontief approximation should provide an exact solution when the upper bounds are infinite.
* Discount rate-As a is decreased, myopic algorithms such as the naive approach should perform better. As a is increased, the accuracy of the dual equilibrium and generalized summation procedures, as well as the relative computational efficiency over the brute force approach, should improve. * Number of regions-The relative value of the more rigorous approaches may be more pronounced with larger problems, where there are more opportunities for making wrong decisions. * Number of time periods in each stage-The deviations from the brute force solution for the myopic formulations should be more pronounced when the number of time periods per stage is decreased, as this has the effect of shortening the planning horizon. * Correlation of attraction and production potentials-The deviations from the brute force solution should increase for all approximation methods when the attraction and generation potentials are calculated using the equation gi = 1 -ai.
Numerical Results
Three test problems are created for each setting of parameters using the random problem generator. Since 34 different combinations of parameter settings are tested, 102 test problems are considered. Tables 1 and 2 give averages of the 61 and 5TS statistics, respectively. Each row represents the average of the test statistics for the three test problems at the parameter settings described by columns 1 through 6. Tables 3 and   TABLE 1 Tables 1 through 4 is not just a matter of deciding which entry is smallest. Because of degeneracy, an approximation technique may provide an optimal solution, but one that does not match the optimal solution provided by the brute force approximation. To account for this, a set of tests is performed to estimate the variance of 61 and 5Ts. A variation of the dual equilibrium model is created by trivially changing the network structure. The resulting modified dual equilibrium structure gives the same optimal objective function value as the dual equilibrium method, although it usually produces a different transient stage solution as a result of network degeneracy. The difference between the two optimal solutions to the dual equilibrium problem can be used to estimate the variance of 61 and a5T due to degener- Keeping this in mind, it is clear from Tables 1 and 2 that both the dual equilibrium and generalized summation methods perform better than the naive, naive penalty, and Leontief approximation methods. However, the dual equilibrium or generalized summation methods are effectively equivalent, as expected. The results of Tables 3 and 4 suggest that decreasing the number of regions in the model reduces the deviations from the brute force solution for all but the naive penalty and generalized summation methods; reducing the discount rate improves the performance of all methods over the brute force approach. However, considering the standard deviation due to degeneracy, it is safe to conclude that a and the number of regions only affect the naive penalty method and the Leontief Approximations. As expected, the higher levels of demand significantly improve the quality of the solutions, except for the naive and naive penalty methods. Moreover, the Leontief approximation performs much better at the infinite level of demand. At the three more realistic levels of demand, however, the Leontief approximation is outperformed even by the naive approach. Note that although theory suggests that the deviations from the Leontief approximation at infinite levels of demand should be zero, degeneracy produces positive deviations. The effect of using more periods per stage improves the quality of the naive penalty approach while impairing the performance of the dual equilibrium and generalized summation methods. Somewhat surprisingly, the intuitive effect of the correlation of attraction and generation potentials is not supported by the data.
It is important to note that the solutions given by the approximation methods which formulate as generalized networks contain fractional link flows in the transient period. Unlike pure networks, there is no guarantee of an integer optimal solution for generalized networks. To implement the dual equilibrium and generalized summation methods, then, would require some method for integerizing the solution. The appeal of the naive, naive penalty, and Leontief approximation methods is that they do not face this problem.
The final evaluation of the approximation techniques should consider not only accuracy but also computer requirements. In particular, practical implementation issues put a limit on the amount of computer time required to solve the DVA model. As such, the brute force solution places an upper bound on the amount of computer time required to solve the model. If an approximation method takes longer to solve than the brute force model, the user may as well use the brute force model instead. The software used for testing was written in FORTRAN 77, with the exception of the generalized network code (Mulvey and Zenios, 1985) , which was written in FORTRAN IV. All programs were compiled using an optimizing compiler and were run on an IBM 3081. Typical runs times for 39 region problems were 11.3 seconds for the dual equilibrium method and 10.8 seconds for the generalized summation method. A typical run time for the brute force method was 34 seconds for a planning horizon of eight stages and 6 seconds for a planning horizon of three stages. The naive approach required 3 seconds. Thus the only two methods that provided better solutions than the naive approach, the dual equilibrium and generalized summation models, required more time to solve than the brute force method when a = 0.3 and the planning horizon was three stages long. Therefore the dual equilibrium and generalized summation models should be used unless a is relatively small, since a small discount factor implies a short brute force model that can be solved quickly.
Conclusions
We have shown that finite generalized network models can be used to approximate the first stage solution of the infinite horizon DVA model. Although such an approach to mitigating end effects in the DVA model worked well on the test problems consid-ered, it required the computational expense of solving generalized network problems. A goal of future research is to discover methods for reducing end effects in the DVA model which can be formulated as pure networks. Then more efficient solution techniques for networks without gains or losses on links such as Kennington and Helgason (1980) could be used. Moreover, such an approach would avoid the problem of fractional solutions.
